
Task Tick off

Book Review

Read a book and write a review on what you’ve learnt and how it supports or negates 
your course content.

The Character Of Physical Law - Richard Feynman 

Stuff matters - Mark Miodownik

The Quantum Universe by Brian Cox and Jeff Forshaw 

Feymann Lectures by Richard Feymann

Article Review

Read and summarise an article of your choice (search for a key term that interests 
you!)  from scienceopen.com. 

Choose a topic 

That is linked to one of your option topics this year or next. Create a poster/mind map/ 
infographic based on this topic including current findings or research. 

Collect 2 

News articles per key group in each area of our course. Write a brief overview on how 
you can use this in your exams.

Things to watch

Watch the following and summarise an overview or the findings of the programme

Wonders of the Universe on BBC 2 

Cosmos : A spacetime odyssey (Netflix) 

BBC Four - The Secrets of Quantum Physics

BBC - Dara O'Brians science club

BBC - Engineering Giants

Feymann Lectures

Walter Lewin Lecture

Jobs

What jobs could you do if you pursued Physics further? How do you get there? What 
qualification and experience would you need? What does the job entail?

Learn something 

Ask an A2 student in Physics to teach you something new. Record this knowledge in a 
format of your choosing.

Teach someone 

Who doesn’t do Physics any element of our course. Keep any materials or notes you 
use to explain it. It could be anyone - parents and siblings included!

Have an opinion 

Choose a theory from our course e.g. wave-particle duality. Use evidence to explain 
this theory and prove/disprove it. 

Weekly Homework Tasks

Enusre that you have completed the weekly homelearning tasks set on Google 
classroom - Retrieval tasks, exam questions etc..
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